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Abstract. Phytopathogenic Pseudomonas syringae is
subdivided into about 50 pathovars due to their conspicu-
ous differentiation with regard to pathogenicity. Based
on the results of a phylogenetic analysis of four genes
(gyrB, rpoD, hrpL, and hrpS), Sawada et al. (1999)
showed that the ancestor of P. syringae had diverged into
at least three monophyletic groups during its evolution.
Physical maps of the genomes of representative strains of
these three groups were constructed, which revealed that
each strain had five rrn operons which existed on one
circular genome. The fact that the structure and size of
genomes vary greatly depending on the pathovar shows
that P. syringae genomes are quite rich in plasticity and
that they have undergone large-scale genomic rearrange-
ments. Analyses of the codon usage and the GC content
at the codon third position, in conjunction with phylo-
genomic analyses, showed that the gene cluster involved
in phaseolotoxin synthesis (argK–tox cluster) expanded
its distribution by conducting horizontal transfer onto the
genomes of two P. syringae pathovars (pv. actinidiae
and pv. phaseolicola) from bacterial species distantly
related to P. syringae and that its acquisition was quite
recent (i.e., after the ancestor of P. syringae diverged
into the respective pathovars). Furthermore, the results of
a detailed analysis of argK [an anabolic ornithine car-
bamoyltransferase (anabolic OCTase) gene], which is

present within the argK–tox cluster, revealed the plau-
sible process of generation of an unusual composition of
the OCTase genes on the genomes of these two phaseo-
lotoxin-producing pathovars: a catabolic OCTase gene
(equivalent to the orthologue of arcB of P. aeruginosa)
and an anabolic OCTase gene (argF), which must have
been formed by gene duplication, have first been present
on the genome of the ancestor of P. syringae; the cata-
bolic OCTase gene has been deleted; the ancestor has
diverged into the respective pathovars; the foreign-
originated argK–tox cluster has horizontally transferred
onto the genomes of pv. actinidiae and pv. phaseolicola;
and hence two copies of only the anabolic OCTase genes
(argK and argF) came to exist on the genomes of these
two pathovars. Thus, the horizontal gene transfer and the
genomic rearrangement were proven to have played an
important role in the pathogenic differentiation and di-
versification of P. syringae.
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been subdivided into about 50 pathovars, mainly with
regard to phytopathogenicity and host ranges (Bradbury
1986; Dye et al. 1980; Rudolph 1995; Young et al.
1992). It is essential to identify the composition of patho-
genicity-related genes of P. syringae, as well as the pro-
cess in which they have undergone variations and func-
tional differentiation, to understand the nature of this
conspicuous pathogenic differentiation. In addition, there
are cases in which different types of pathovars (pv.) af-
fect the same plant species and/or cause infected plants
to exhibit similar disease symptoms, so it is suspected
that the same pathogenicity-related genes exist in various
pathovars as a result of interpathovar horizontal transfer
(Hatziloukas and Panopoulos 1992; Sawada et al. 1997,
1999). Genomes of phytopathogenic bacteria can be con-
sidered “vehicles of genes” for the passage of pathoge-
nicity-related genes by horizontal transfer. Accordingly,
if the course of genome evolution is identified, the course
of the divergence and horizontal transfer of pathogenic-
ity-related genes may be clarified by comparing genomes
and pathogenicity-related genes in view of the process of
evolution.

Thus, we tried to clarify the nature of the pathogenic
differentiation of P. syringae, mainly through phyloge-
netic analysis. A comprehensive phylogenetic analysis of
four genes (gyrB, rpoD, hrpL, and hrpS) of 56 strains
belonging to 19 pathovars showed that the ancestor of P.
syringae (the common ancestor prior to the divergence
into pathovars) had diverged into at least three mono-
phyletic groups (Groups 1 to 3) (Sawada et al. 1999). In
addition, the results suggested that the gene cluster in-
volved in phaseolotoxin synthesis (argK–tox cluster)
may have expanded its distribution onto the genomes of
two pathovars (P. syringae pv. actinidiae and P. syringae
pv. phaseolicola) by conducting horizontal transfer
(Sawada et al. 1997, 1999). Pathovar actinidiae is known
as a causative agent of bacterial canker of kiwifruits, and
pv. phaseolicola as a causative agent of halo blight dis-
ease of beans, both of which cause a disease symptom
(chlorosis) on the leaves of the host plants. Because
phaseolotoxin is a virulence factor that causes chlorosis
by inhibiting the enzymatic activity in host plants
(Bender et al. 1999), we suspected that the argK–tox
cluster may have been directly involved in the patho-
genic differentiation by conducting horizontal transfer
among pathovars.

After the whole-genome sequence of Haemophilus
influenzae was determined in 1995, numerous genome
sequencing projects were implemented for prokaryotes,
and genome sequences of more than 50 prokaryotes have
been reported so far (e.g., see http://www.tigr.org/tdb/).
The progress of such genome sequencing projects gave
rise to genomics, study to elucidate the general outlook
of life by thoroughly clarifying the whole (genomes) in
addition to the pieces (genes) (Galperin et al. 1999; Wa-
tanabe et al. 1997).

Has the argK–tox cluster existing on genomes actu-
ally experienced horizontal transfer? How has this af-
fected the evolution and diversification of P. syringae?
To answer these questions, it is essential to conduct the
above-mentioned genomic analysis to supplement phy-
logenetic analysis. Combination of these two approaches
can be called “phylogenomic” analysis (proposed by Ei-
sen 1998). In this study, we analyzed the argK–tox clus-
ter from a phylogenomic approach, which was analyzed
from a phylogenetic approach in our previous study
(Sawada et al. 1999). The procedure of the genomic
analysis conducted in this study was as follows: the ge-
nomic structure of representative strains of the respective
monophyletic groups (Groups 1 to 3) of P. syringae was
identified by I-CeuI fragment analysis; physical maps of
these strains were constructed, onto which the argK–tox
cluster was mapped; and then an interpathovar compari-
son was made.

If the argK–tox cluster has in fact experienced hori-
zontal transfer, what is its initial origin, pv. actinidiae,
pv. phaseolicola, or a bacterial species other than P.
syringae (i.e., of foreign origin)? Rigorous analyses were
thereby conducted using argK [a gene that encodes ana-
bolic ornithine carbamoyltransferase (anabolic OCTase;
EC 2.1.3.3)], which is present within the argK–tox clus-
ter, as a clue: (1) a phylogenetic tree was constructed
using the information on all the already-reported OCTase
genes to clarify the evolutionary history of OCTase
genes, the “course of argK evolution” within this evolu-
tionary history was identified, and then whether or not
this course agrees with the “course of genomic evolution
of P. syringae” was examined; and (2) as the codon
usage pattern and GC content at the codon third position
are known as highly effective criteria for determining
whether or not genes are of foreign origin (Kanaya et al.
1996a, b, 1997), they were used as indices to compare
argK with other genes on the P. syringae genomes.

This particular anabolic OCTase, called “ArgK,” is
known to play an extremely important role in the sur-
vival and pathogenicity of P. syringae (Jahn et al. 1985;
Rudolph 1990; Staskawicz et al. 1980; Templeton et al.
1986). The final analysis conducted in this study focused
on the clarification of the relationship between the course
of OCTase evolution and the evolution and diversifica-
tion of P. syringae by reproducing the evolutionary his-
tory of OCTase genes unfolded on the P. syringae ge-
nomes.

The results of these analyses showed that genomic
rearrangements occurred on a large scale in the process
of the divergence of the ancestor of P. syringae into the
respective pathovars. In addition, our hypothesis that the
“argK–tox cluster is of foreign origin and has expanded
its distribution by conducting horizontal transfer” was
confirmed to be consistent and unequivocal throughout
the phylogenomic analyses. Furthermore, the plausible
process of generating an unusual OCTase gene compo-
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sition was revealed: in the initial stage, both the catabolic
OCTase gene and the anabolic OCTase gene (argF) ex-
isted on the genome of the ancestor of P. syringae; the
catabolic OCTase gene was deleted; the ancestor di-
verged into the respective pathovars; the argK–tox clus-
ter horizontally transferred onto the genomes of pv. ac-
tinidiae and pv. phaseolicola; and hence two copies of
only the anabolic OCTase genes (argK and argF) came
to exist on the genomes of these two pathovars.

Incidentally, the research results reported in this paper
have been presented orally (Sawada et al. 1998, 2000a,b,
2001).

Materials and Methods

Bacterial Strains

Fifteen strains belonging to 14 P. syringae pathovars, including
pathotype strains, were used (Table 1). The sources of these strains are
shown in Table 1, and detailed descriptions of their characteristics are
given in our previous papers (Sawada et al. 1997, 1999). Reference
strains of closely related species, which all belong to Pseudomonas
(sensu stricto), were also used for comparison with P. syringae patho-
vars.

Preparation of High Molecular Weight Genomic DNA

Bacterial cells in the logarithmic phase of growth were suspended in a
10 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.6) buffer containing 1 M NaCl, adjusted to 109

CFU/mL. Agarose plugs were prepared by mixing equal volumes of
cell suspension and molten 2% low-melting point agarose. Bacterial
cells embedded in agarose were lysed in the presence of RNase, treated
with proteinase K, and stored in 0.5 M EDTA (pH 9.0) at 4°C. The
agarose plugs containing intact genomic DNA were treated with
phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (final concentration, 1 mM) to inactivate
proteinase K and washed four times with at least 10 vol of TE [10 mM
Tris–HCl, 1 mM EDTA (pH 8.0)] to remove the phenylmethylsulfonyl
fluoride.

Restriction Digestion and Pulsed-Field Gel
Electrophoresis (PFGE)

It is known that I-CeuI is an endonuclease encoded by a group I intron
in the LSU rRNA gene of Chlamydomonas eugametos, whose cleavage
site exists only within the rrl gene on the genomes of many bacterial
species (Liu et al. 1993). In addition, the number and position of rrl are
strongly conserved among closely related species. Thus, the homolo-
gous I-CeuI fragments on different genomes can easily be identified by
combining I-CeuI fragment size comparison using PFGE with Southern
blot analysis. This I-CeuI fragment analysis is also advantageous in that
only genomic DNA can be analyzed without being affected by resident
plasmids, because no I-CeuI site exists on a plasmid and because, when
conducting PFGE, closed circular DNA does not permeate the gels but
is trapped in the well (Römling et al. 1996). Thus, I-CeuI fragment
analysis has been employed for analyzing genomes of various bacterial
species (Liu et al. 1993, 1999).

For I-CeuI digestion, agarose plugs were preincubated in a 2×
concentrated I-CeuI buffer supplied by the manufacturer for at least 1
h at 4°C and then incubated with 100 �L of a fresh 1× buffer containing
10 �g of bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 4 U of I-CeuI (New En-
gland Biolabs) at 37°C for 4 h to digest DNA in plugs. For partial
digestion with I-CeuI, DNAs in agarose plugs were digested with 1 U
of enzyme in 100 �L of a reaction mixture at 37°C, with some varia-
tions in the time of digestion. For digestion with all other enzymes,

Table 1. Strains of Pseudomonas species used in this study

Species Groupa Pathovar Strain designationb Geographic originc Sourceb

P. aeruginosa PAO 1 ? J. Kato
P. fluorescens MAFF 302208T UK MAFF
P. putida IAM 1236 USA IAM
P. syringae 1 actinidiae KW-11PT Shizuoka, Japan Y. Takikawa

maculicola MAFF 302264PT New Zealand MAFF
theae PT1PT Shizuoka, Japan Y. Takikawa
morsprunorum MAFF 302280PT ? MAFF
lachrymans MAFF 302278PT USA MAFF

2 syringae MAFF 302155T UK MAFF
pisi MAFF 302269PT New Zealand MAFF
aptata MAFF 302253PT USA MAFF
japonica MAFF 301072PT Tochigi, Japan MAFF
aceris MAFF 302273PT USA MAFF

3 phaseolicola MAFF 302282PT Canada MAFF
phaseolicola KUZ 1 Ibaraki, Japan M. Sato
glycinea MAFF 302260PT New Zealand MAFF
tabaci MAFF 302270PT Hungary MAFF
mori MAFF 302279PT Hungary MAFF

a The ancestor of P. syringae (the common ancestor prior to the divergence into pathovars) had so far diverged into at least three monophyletic
groups (Groups 1 to 3) in the process of evolution (Sawada et al. 1999).
b IAM—IAM Culture Collection, Institute of Molecular and Cellular Biosciences, University of Tokyo, Tokyo 113-0032, Japan; MAFF—
Microorganisms Section of the MAFF Gene Bank, National Institute of Agrobiological Resources, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-8602, Japan; J. Kato—
Junichi Kato, Faculty of Engineering, Hiroshima University, Hiroshima, Japan; M. Sato—Mamoru Sato, National Institute of Agrobiological
Resources, Japan; Y. Takikawa—Yuichi Takikawa, Faculty of Agriculture, Shizuoka University, Shizuoka, Japan. Superscripts: PT, pathotype
strain; T, type strain.
c ?: Information was not available.
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agarose plugs were immersed in a 1× buffer supplied by the manufac-
turer and incubated at 4°C for at least 1 h. The buffer was then replaced
with 100 �L of a fresh 1× buffer containing 10 �g of BSA and 10 U
of enzyme and incubated for 4–16 h. The enzyme-digested DNA frag-
ments were separated by a CHEF-DR II apparatus (Bio-Rad) according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. After PFGE, the gels were stained
with SYBR Green I (FMC BioProducts). Phage � multimeric DNA and
yeast chromosomal DNA were used as molecular mass markers. For
redigestion, restriction fragments separated by PFGE were excised
from agarose gels under a long-wavelength UV light, and agarose plugs
containing DNA fragments were trimmed to slices about 1 mm thick
and digested with a second enzyme.

Preparation of DNA Probes

For Southern hybridization analysis and construction of physical maps,
13 genes were selected as genetic markers (Table 2). PCR was con-
ducted using the primer sets listed in Table 2, and the genes selected as
markers were amplified. Preparation of templates and amplification by
PCR were performed based on the method described by Sawada et al.
(1995, 1997). After the amplified products were cloned to pUC18, the
sequences of cloned inserts were determined, which showed that the
target amplified products were successfully cloned. The inserts sepa-
rated by electophoresis were then excised from the gels, labeled with
DIG-High Prime (Roche Diagnostics), and used as probes.

Southern Hybridization Analysis

DNA fragments separated by electrophoresis were transferred to a ny-
lon membrane (Hybond-N+; Amersham Pharmacia Biotech). Southern
hybridization and detection of the hybridized DNA were carried out
using the DIG DNA Labeling and Detection Kit (Roche Diagnostics)
following the manufacturer’s instructions. In the Southern hybridiza-
tion analysis conducted for detecting OCTase genes, the following
conditions were established, particularly when heterologous gene
probes were used: hybridization buffer, DIG Easy Hyb (Roche Diag-
nostics); concentration of the DIG-labeled probe in the hybridization
solution, 25 ng/mL; temperature for hybridization, 40°C; temperature
for washing in 0.5× wash solution, 60°C; and chemiluminescent sub-
strate, CDP-Star (Tropix).

Sequence Alignments

Sequence data were compiled using DNASIS-Mac Version 3.6 (Hitachi
Software Engineering) and MacClade Version 3.06 (Maddison and
Maddison 1996), and sequence alignments were determined using
CLUSTAL W version 1.7 (Thompson et al. 1994). DNA sequences for
OCTase-encoding genes were converted into amino acid sequences,
and multiple alignments among them were inferred. Some previously
published alignment data (Hatziloukas and Panopoulos 1992; Hough-

Table 2. Genetic markers (probea) used for Southern blot analysis and construction of physical maps, and their primersb

Designation
of probea

Target
gene

Designation
of primerb

Sequence of
primer (5� to 3�)

Position in
submitted
sequence Accession No.

Amplicon
size
(bp)

16Sc rrs (16S rRNA) 16BF GCTAACTCTGTGCCAGCAGCCGCGG 501–525 AB001439 594
16BR-B CGGGACTTAACCCAACATCTCACG 1094–1071 AB001439

23S-1c rrl (23S rRNA) 23S-F AAGCTTGCTGGAGGTATCAGAAGTG 1216–1240 Y00432 354
23S-R AAGCTTTTCTTGGAAGCATGGCATC 1569–1545 Y00432

23S-2d rrl (23S rRNA) 23S-F2 CGGTGTTTGGCACCTCGATGTCGGC 2476–2500 Y00432 412
23S-R2 AAGCCTCACGGGCAATTAGTACTGG 2887–2863 Y00432

rpoD rpoD rpo F AAGGCGAGATCGAAATCGCCAAGCG 347–371 U93292 582
rpo R-B GGAACATGCGCAGGAAGTCGGCTCG 928–904 U93292

gyrB gyrB gyr AF3 CCGGCGGTAAGTTCGATGATAACTC 422–446 X54631 669
gyr AR-B3 TGATCGCGGTCAGGCCTTCACGGGC 1090–1066 X54631

hrpL hrpL hrpLF3 TTTTGGCTGGCACGGTTATCGCTATA 1025–1050 U16817 653
hrpLR-B TGTGGTTTTGCGTGCGAGTTGGTTCC 1677–1652 U16817

hrpS hrpS hrpS-F2 CTCCAGGCCAAGCTGCTGAGGGTGC 363–387 U03852 341
hrpS-RB TTGAGCTCGCGGATATTGCCGGGCC 703–679 U03852

argK argK OCTF-03 GACCGTCAAGGAAGAATTCGGGCGC 835–859 M94049 632
OCTR CGACCTTGTTGACCTCCCG 1466–1448 M94049

orf3 ORF3e orf3-F TGTTGAAGATGTCGGGGTTGTCCGC 2298–2322 U27310 547
orf3-R TCCACAGGGCGTATCCCGCCCTCGC 2844–2820 U27310

argF argF argF1F CTGCGGTCTGTTGCAAAAAAGGTAG 270–294 M99382 534
argF1R-B ATATAGCTATTGCACATGTTGTTGC 803–779 M99382

arcA arcA arcAF TCCACTCCGAAGCCGGCAAACTGCG 56–80 X14694 838
arcAR TCGCGGTCGCAGAAGCTGAACACGG 893–869 X14694

arcB arcB arc 1 F 2 TTCCCACAAGGAGATCAATCATGGC 44–68 X05637 591
arc 1 R-B CCTTCGGTGCGGCGATGCGTACGTC 634–610 X05637

arcD arcD arcDF TCCAGCCAAAAACTCCGACTAGGAG 36–60 M33223 530
arcDR ATGTCCAGCTTGAAGGCGAACAGGC 565–541 M33223

a The products amplified by PCR were cloned, the sequence of the inserts was confirmed, and then the inserts separated by electrophoresis were
excised from the gels and DIG-labeled for use as probes. The conditions of hybridization and detection using the heterologous gene probes in the
Southern blot analyses (Figs. 6 and 7) are described under Materials and Methods and in the legend to Fig. 6.
b All the primers listed in this table were designed in this study.
c A probe that hybridizes with the upstream region of the 1-CeuI site.
d A probe that hybridizes with the downstream region of the 1-CeuI site.
e ORF3 is located in the phtE locus of the argK–tox cluster and is similar to the acetylornithine aminotransferase gene from E. coli (Zhang and Patil
1997).
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ton et al. 1984; Itoh et al. 1988; Ruepp et al. 1995; Schurr et al. 1995;
Ventura et al. 1997) were used as templates to correct the inferred
alignments manually. Information on the functions of gene products
was also used to aid in the multiple alignments. The final products of
the multiple alignments are available in a machine-readable format.
(For details, contact Hiroyuki Sawada by E-mail at sawada@
affrc.go.jp.) Positions where gaps are present in any of the aligned
sequences were excluded from the following analysis.

Phylogenetic Analysis

Phylogenetic trees were constructed using the maximum-likelihood
(ML) method (Felsenstein 1981), according to the conditions described
by Sawada et al. (1999). To obtain the topology of ML trees, local
rearrangement searches were conducted using NucML and ProtML of
MOLPHY version 2.3 (Adachi and Hasegawa 1996) with a neighbor-
joining (NJ) tree topology and a topology obtained by the quick add
OTUs search option as initial trees. The HKY85 model (Hasegawa et
al. 1985) was used for the base substitution process, and the “F” option
of the JTT model (Cao et al. 1994) for the amino acid substitution
process. To evaluate the reliability of the inferred ML tree topology, the
local bootstrap probability (LBP) was calculated using the RELL
method (Hasegawa and Kishino 1994) with 1000 replications.

Analysis of Codon Usage and Adaptiveness of the
argK–tox Cluster to the P. syringae Genomes

We characterized the latent structure of the species-specific diversity of
genes in codon usage for the P. syringae genomes as follows. As we
have described the methodology in one of our previous papers (Kanaya
et al. 1996a), only an outline is given here.

The codon usage pattern for each gene of a species is described by
a vector consisting of each codon frequency, i.e., a gene is represented
as a point in the codon frequency space. To describe codon-usage
diversity which was derived from factors such as cellular tRNA
amounts and/or mutational pressure for evolutional processes, a scale
with the largest variance in the codon frequency space was estimated
on the basis of principal-component analysis.

Genes which are present on the P. syringae genomes were extracted
from the DDBJ (DNA Data Bank of Japan). We further selected from
the genes the 33 gene sequences longer than 500 bases in each coding
region that satisfied the following two conditions: (1) genes in which
the sum of codon occurrences for every amino acid except methionine
and tryptophan was not zero were selected; (2) to avoid multiple entries
of one gene, the longest sequence was selected when there were se-
quences with the same gene name but different coding lengths. In the
case of genes with the same name and length but with variations in their
sequences, one of them was selected arbitrarily. The selected genes
were as follows: argF, argK, avrA, avrB, dapB, hrmA, hrpC, hrpH,
hrpJ, hrpL, hrpR, hrpS, hrpU2, hrpW, hrpX, hrpY, infC, lemA, mrsA,
pgm, pilM, pilP, syrB, syrC, syrD, syrP, tabA, tabB, tblA, tpiA, ttr,
dihydropteroate synthase gene, and fatty acid desaturase gene (DES-
ORF).

To eliminate the influence of gene size, amino acid composition,
and codon box number, the codon-usage pattern of the ith gene was
described as a vector xi consisting of xij(m) as expressed by Eq. (1).

xij�m� = fij�m����
j=1

M�m�

fij�m��M(m)� (1)

where fij(m) denotes the jth synonymous codon number of the mth
amino acid, and M(m) denotes its codon box number. For simplicity,
variables for individual codon frequencies are denoted Xj. Principal-
component analysis was conducted to estimate the direction of the

gene distribution with the largest width in the codon-usage space. The
kth principal component (PC) is represented by Eq. (2).

Z�k��
j�1

M

bkj Xj (2)

where �
j=1

M

bkj
2 = 1.0.

The vector bk � [bk1, bk2, . . ., bkM] is referred to as the bk vector,
which represents the direction of the species-specific diversity of codon
usage in genes. The kth PC (i.e., Z�k) was standardized by Eq. (3) and
denoted Zk.

Zk � (Z�k − Av[Z�k])/SD[Z�k] (3)

where Av[Z�k] and SD[Z�k] are the average and standard deviation of
the variable Z�k for the data set. With this scaling, some statistical data
of genes in the PC axes were obtained. For example, if the ith gene has
a zik larger than 2, the codon usage becomes very biased among genes
of the respective species because, in statistical theory, only 2.3% of
genes are included in this interval.

Two parameters, i.e., the proportion in Eq. (4) and the factor load-
ings in Eq. (5), were used to interpret the PC axes. The former quan-
tifies the width of distribution for the kth PC, and the latter represents
the contribution of the jth variable to the kth PC.

Pr�Z�k� = Var�Z�k���
j=1

M

Var�Xj� (4)

r�Z�k, Xj� = Cov�Z�k, Xj���Var�Z�k�Var�Xj��
1/2 (5)

where Cov[A, B] and Var[A] denote the covariance between variable
A and variable B and the variance of A, respectively.

Results and Discussion

Plasticity of the Genomes of P. syringae Pathovars:
Validation of the Horizontal Transfer of the
argK–tox Cluster

An attempt was made to clarify how the genomic struc-
ture of the three groups of P. syringae varied while they
evolved separately after diverging from their ancestor. In
addition, “whether or not the argK–tox cluster has actu-
ally experienced horizontal transfer” was determined by
locating the argK–tox cluster on the genomes of pv. ac-
tinidiae and pv. phaseolicola and by comparing its po-
sition between these two pathovars.

Construction of Physical Maps of Genomes by I-CeuI
Fragment Analysis. I-CeuI fragment analysis using
PFGE and Southern blot analysis using the various
probes listed in Table 2 were combined for constructing
physical maps of the genomes of representative strains
selected from the three monophyletic groups which had
been identified by Sawada et al. (1999), i.e., pv. actin-
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idiae from Group 1, pv. syringae from Group 2, and pv.
phaseolicola from Group 3 (Table 1).

PFGE was conducted for the above three strains on a
preliminary basis, and the results showed that nothing
permeated the gels when intact genomic DNA samples
were used, but several fragments were separated when
samples were used after being digested separately with
either I-CeuI, PacI, or PmeI (data not shown). This
shows that the genome of P. syringae is not linear and
that P. syringae does not contain any linear plasmid.
Subsequently, Southern blot analysis was conducted:
each genomic DNA of the strains tested was first di-
gested separately with either BamHI, EcoRI, EcoRV,
KpnI, PstI, or SalI, which cuts the genomic DNA outside
the rrn genes; then the digests were separated by PFGE,
Southern blotted, and probed with either the 16S rRNA
gene (16S, Table 2) or the 23S rRNA gene (23S-2). As
a result, five equally intense bands were detected in all
cases (data not shown), showing that five rrn operons
exist on the P. syringae genome.

PFGE was then conducted for the I-CeuI complete
cleavage products, by which five fragments were sepa-
rated. It was also revealed that the probe that hybridizes
with the upstream region of the I-CeuI site (16S or 23S-
1; Table 2) and/or the probe that hybridizes with the
downstream region of the I-CeuI site (23S-2; Table 2)

were infallibly hybridized to each of these five fragments
(Fig. 1). Furthermore, based on I-CeuI partial digestion
analysis in conjunction with Southern hybridization us-
ing the respective probes shown in Table 2 (Fig. 1), these
five I-CeuI fragments were revealed to be linked to each
other on the genome.

These data showed that I-CeuI cleavage sites exist
only within the rrl genes with respect to all three strains
tested and that I-CeuI mapping is an effective method for
use in the genomic analysis of P. syringae. It is also
known from these data that the genome of P. syringae is
circular, and five rrn operons exist on it. Hereafter, the
five I-CeuI fragments of the genomes of the respective
strains are referred to as C-1, C-2, C-3, C-4, and C-5, in
descending order of size (Figs. 1 and 2).

The I-CeuI partial digestion analysis in conjunction
with the Southern hybridization was conducted in more
detail (Fig. 1), and the order of the five I-CeuI fragments
was obtained as shown in Fig. 2. Incidentally, we had
identified in our previous studies that the order of the
respective rRNA genes in the rrn operons of P. syringae
was 5�-rrs–rrl–rrf-3� as in various bacterial species
(Sawada et al. 1997, 1998, unpublished data). Therefore,
in this study, we succeeded in determining the direction
of transcription of each rrn operon (Fig. 2) by using a
probe (16S or 23S-1) that hybridizes with the upstream

Fig. 1. Results of an I-CeuI partial digestion combined with a South-
ern blot analysis using a probe that hybridizes with the upstream region
of the I-CeuI site (23S-1; A) and a probe that hybridizes with the
downstream region of the I-CeuI site (23S-2; B). First, the genomic
DNA of P. syringae pv. actinidiae strain KW-11PT (see Table 1) was
partially digested using I-CeuI, then the digests were separated by
PFGE, Southern blotted, and probed (A, 23S-1; B, 23S-2; see Table 2).
In both A and B, the degree of digestion by I-CeuI of the electropho-
resed samples gradually advances from Lane 1 to Lane 5, and the

samples in Lane 5 are completely digested. Five I-CeuI fragments
generated by complete digestion are numbered in descending order of
size (C1 to C5; see Fig. 2). The possible composition of the neighbor-
ing I-CeuI fragments, which constitute each partially digested frag-
ment, is indicated in parentheses. Fragments of ca. 1800 kb or smaller
could be resolved satisfactorily by this particular PFGE run (CHEF
DRII, 60 s ramping to 120 s, 200 V, 24 h, and 1.2% gel in 0.5 × TBE
at 14°C), while fragments larger than 2000 kb were resolved by modi-
fying these conditions.
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region of the I-CeuI site and a probe (23S-2) that hy-
bridizes with the downstream region of the I-CeuI site
(Fig. 1).

An attempt was also made to identify more precisely
the genomic structure by conducting PFGE analysis us-
ing I-CeuI and PmeI. Specifically, genomic DNA
samples were treated in four ways: (1) complete diges-
tion using I-CeuI and complete digestion using PmeI, (2)
complete digestion using I-CeuI and partial digestion us-
ing PmeI, (3) partial digestion using PmeI of the respec-
tive I-CeuI fragments excised from the PFGE gels, and
(4) partial digestion using PmeI. The digests of all these
samples were then separated by PFGE, Southern blotted,
and probed with the respective markers (Table 2) (data
not shown). This helped us to map the marker genes
roughly as shown in Fig. 2. Unfortunately, the arrange-
ment of the argK–tox cluster and the hrp gene cluster in

the C-1 fragment of the pv. actinidiae genome, as well as
that of the argK–tox cluster and argF in the C-2 fragment
of the pv. phaseolicola genome, could not be clearly
determined. For the time being, these two pairs are ar-
ranged tentatively in their respective orders as shown in
Fig. 2. More rigorous analysis will be conducted to de-
termine the precise arrangement of the respective genes.

Structure of the P. syringae Genome. The results of
the above analyses showed that all three pathovars tested
had five rrn operons, all of which were present on one
circular genome (Fig. 2). With regard to the genomes of
bacteria, oriC, the origin of replication, is defined loosely
as a locus harboring either the dnaA or the gyrB gene,
which is linked to an rrn operon (Cole and Saint Girons
1994). With respect to various bacteria, it has been con-
firmed that rrn operons are generally arranged in two

Fig. 2. Physical maps of the genomes of P. syringae pv. syringae
strain MAFF 302155T (Group 2), pv. actinidiae strain KW-11PT

(Group 1), and pv. phaseolicola strain MAFF 302282PT (Group 3).
These maps were constructed and the genetic markers mapped by com-
bining the partial-digestion analyses using I-CeuI and PmeI with the
Southern blot analyses (see Fig. 1 and the text). These genomes are
actually circular but are presented linearly here to facilitate compari-
sons. I-CeuI fragments are numbered in descending order of size (C1 to
C5), which are shown in the fragment bars. Each junction between the
fragments is the endonuclease cleavage site of I-CeuI. Arrowheads
show the positions and directions of transcription of ribosomal RNA
operons (rrn operons), and the labels above the arrowheads indicate the

names of rrn operons designated by us. The zero point of the genome
map was established in the oriC region, and the five rrn operons were
named rrnA to rrnE with this zero point as the origin. The genetic
markers are listed in Table 2. Each pair of orthologues is connected by
either dashed or solid lines: the orthologues connected by dashed lines
have positions that are conserved among the genomes, while those
connected by solid lines have positions that differ greatly among the
genomes. In the C1 fragment of pv. actinidiae and in the C2 fragment
of pv. phaseolicola, the three genetic markers (argK–tox cluster, hrp
gene cluster, and argF) are placed arbitrarily, so their positions in these
two fragments do not necessarily agree with the actual order of their
positions on the genomes.
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groups transcribed divergently away from oriC (Cole
and Saint Girons 1994; Honeycutt et al. 1993; Le Bour-
geois et al. 2000). The genomic structure of P. syringae
obtained in this study showed good agreement with this
general tendency of bacteria. Regarding the genome of
pv. actinidiae, for example, the C-3 fragment is assumed
to contain oriC, and the five rrn operons are arranged
transcribed toward two opposite directions, going far off
from the C-3 fragment (Fig. 2).

Given that oriC is used as the reference point of bac-
terial genome maps in general (Römling et al. 1992), the
zero point was established in the C-3 fragment of the pv.
actinidiae genome in this study (Fig. 2). With this C-3
fragment as the origin, the five rrn operons were named
rrnA to rrnE in the order shown in Fig. 2. Regarding the
genomes of pv. phaseolicola and pv. syringae, the zero
point was also established in the C-3 fragment, which is
assumed to contain oriC, and the respective rrn operons
were named as shown in Fig. 2 with the zero point as the
origin.

Comparison of the Genomic Structure Among the
Groups. A comparison of the three strains showed their
genomes to be very different, not only in basic structure
but also in size. Specifically, the genomes of pv. syringae
and pv. phaseolicola were roughly the same size (about
6 Mb), while the genome of pv. actinidiae, at about 4.7
Mb, was markedly smaller (Fig. 2).

In addition, it was observed that rrn operons and
rpoD, which are essential for survival, had undergone
translocation, resulting in a variation of their positions on
the genomes depending on the pathovar (Fig. 2). Spe-
cifically, in the case of the pv. syringae and pv. actin-
idiae genomes, the positions of rrnE and rpoD are rela-
tively close (they coexist in the I-CeuI–PmeI fragment,
which is about 600 kb in size for pv. syringae and about
100 kb for pv. actinidiae) and are arranged in the same
order in both of these pathovars. On the other hand, rpoD
of pv. phaseolicola is present in the C-4 fragment, mean-
ing that its position is opposite the position of rpoD in
the other two pathovars, with the oriC region in the cen-
ter.

Furthermore, the following results were obtained: (1)
Southern hybridization analysis showed that only one
copy of rpoD is present on the pv. phaseolicola genome;
(2) a phylogenetic tree of rpoD showed that rpoD of pv.
phaseolicola belongs to the lineage of Group 3 (Sawada
et al. 1999); (3) the results of a t test conducted based on
the distance of synonymous substitution showed that the
base substitution pattern of rpoD of pv. phaseolicola is
not significantly different from that of other essential
genes on the same genome, such as gyrB, hrpL, and hrpS
(Sawada et al. 1999, unpublished data); and (4) the re-
sults of PC analysis conducted based on the codon-usage
pattern provided a Z1 value of 0.388 for rpoD of pv.
phaseolicola, indicating that the codon usage of rpoD of

pv. phaseolicola agrees with that of other native genes
existing on the P. syringae genome.

The results of the above four analyses indicate that
rpoD of pv. phaseolicola is not of foreign origin but is a
native gene which has resided on the pv. phaseolicola
genome from the beginning. Thus, all these results led us
to speculate that the reason the position of rpoD on the
pv. phaseolicola genome is markedly different from that
of the other two pathovars is because rpoD of pv. pha-
seolicola translocated from its initial position near rrnE
up to the present position.

Meanwhile, rrnB in pv. phaseolicola was revealed to
be present on the opposite side of that in the other two
pathovars, with the hrp gene cluster in the center, and its
direction of transcription was also opposite (Fig. 2). An-
other difference revealed was that rrnB and rpoD are
close to each other in the case of pv. phaseolicola (150
kb or less), while in the other two pathovars, the closely
located genes are rrnE and rpoD. Based on these results,
rrnB of pv. phaseolicola appears to be an operon ortholo-
gous to rrnE of the other two pathovars and to have
transferred to its present position by conducting translo-
cation together with rpoD.

The above results indicate that the structure and size
of the P. syringae genomes vary greatly depending on
the pathovar, because the P. syringae genomes are quite
rich in plasticity and underwent active and large-scale
rearrangement, including insertion, deletion, and trans-
location. Similar plasticity has been reported for the ge-
nomes of various other bacteria, including Escherichia
coli (Bergthorsson and Ochman 1998; Rode et al. 1999;
Hayashi et al. 2001), Bordetella pertussis (Stibitz and
Yang 1999), Vibrio cholerae (Khetawat et al. 1999),
Lactococcus lactis (Le Bourgeois et al. 2000), and
Azospirillum species (Martin-Didonet et al. 2000). This
means in turn that there are diversified genome sizes and
structures even within the same species. The genomes of
E. coli and Salmonella enterica have a size variation of
1 Mb within the same species, respectively (Bergthors-
son and Ochman 1998; Hayashi et al. 2001; Rode et al.
1999; Thong et al. 1997). As the difference of about 1.3
Mb in size observed between the genome of pv. actin-
idiae and the genomes of the other two pathovars is
equivalent to the respective size variations of E. coli and
S. enterica, the plasticity of the P. syringae genomes is
concluded to be quite high.

Given that the genomic structure of pv. phaseolicola
identified in this study is roughly the same as that re-
ported by Esther De Ita et al. (1998), the genomic struc-
ture of pv. phaseolicola may be almost invariable. None-
theless, the structural and size variations within one
single pathovar of P. syringae need to be examined fur-
ther using more strains with diverse origins, because
there has been a report that the genome size of S. enterica
serovar Typhimurium varies greatly even within this one
serovar (Thong et al. 1997).
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Phylogenomic Analysis of the argK–tox Cluster: The
argK–tox Cluster Has in Fact Experienced Horizontal
Transfer. The argK–tox cluster was mapped onto the
physical maps constructed as described above, and then
traces which indicate the horizontal transfer of the argK–
tox cluster were searched for by phylogenomically re-
viewing the phylogenetic data obtained in our previous
studies (Sawada et al. 1997, 1999), as well as the infor-
mation on the genomic structure obtained in this study.

Except for pv. actinidiae and pv. phaseolicola, no
pathovars of P. syringae have the argK–tox cluster on
their genomes (Figs. 2 and 6) (Sawada et al. 1997, 1998,
1999). Using phylogenetic analysis, we showed in our
previous paper that these two pathovars belong to two
separate monophyletic groups (pv. actinidiae belongs to
Group 1; pv. phaseolicola, Group 3) and that they are
very distant from each other in a phylogenetic tree
(Sawada et al. 1999). We also proved that the argK se-
quences of these two pathovars are completely identical,
with not a single synonymous substitution observed
(Sawada et al. 1997, 1999). We thus clarified that com-
pletely identical argK genes are present on the genomes
of these two pathovars, although their genomic structures
have become markedly different from each other (Fig. 2)
as they evolved in two separate courses (Sawada et al.
1999).

In addition, the results of mapping the argK–tox clus-
ter onto the physical maps of genomes showed that the
position of the argK–tox cluster differed greatly between
these two pathovars (Fig. 2); in the case of the pv. ac-
tinidiae genome, the argK–tox cluster is in a position
close to the hrp gene cluster, while in the case of the pv.
phaseolicola genome, the argK–tox cluster is present
near argF. Thus, all the above results obtained by the
phylogenetic and genomic analyses consistently and
strongly support the hypothesis that the “argK–tox clus-
ter has expanded its distribution onto the genomes of
these two pathovars by conducting horizontal transfer
after the ancestor of P. syringae diverged into the re-
spective pathovars.”

Comparison Between the OCTase Tree and the 16S
rDNA Tree: Validation of the Foreign Origination of
the argK–tox Cluster (1)

If the argK–tox cluster has in fact experienced horizontal
transfer, where did it originally come from: pv. actin-
idiae, pv. phaseolicola, or a bacterial species other than
P. syringae (i.e., of foreign origin)? To resolve this ques-
tion, various analyses were conducted as discussed here
and in the following sections. In this section, the results
of a phylogenetic analysis of “argK,” which is a patho-
genicity-related gene existing within the argK–tox clus-
ter, are described. This argK is a gene that encodes ana-
bolic ornithine carbamoyltransferase (anabolic OCTase;
EC 2.1.3.3) (Hatziloukas and Panopoulos 1992; Mosqu-

eda et al. 1990; Sawada et al. 1997) and is known to have
a pathogenicity-related function (Rudolph 1990;
Staskawicz et al. 1980; Templeton et al. 1986).

First, a phylogenetic tree was constructed using the
currently available published information on OCTase
gene sequences of a variety of organisms to understand
the evolutionary history of OCTase genes, and then the
course of evolution of argK within this evolutionary his-
tory was clarified. Subsequently, another phylogenetic
tree was constructed using 16S rDNA as an index, which
was used to confirm the course of the evolution of the P.
syringae genome. Then these two courses of evolution
were compared to find differences in properties which
could suggest the foreign origination of argK.

Construction of an OCTase Tree: Elucidation of the
Evolutionary History of OCTase Genes. OCTase is
known to consist of two types of enzymes, i.e., anabolic
and catabolic, which are involved in the biosynthesis and
degradation of arginine, respectively (Cunin et al. 1986;
Ramos et al. 1967). There are diverse homologues that
encode these two types of OCTase, which are distributed
widely in three domains, namely, Bacteria, Archaea, and
Eucarya. In this study, such homologues were found to
contain not only orthologues that have originated from
speciation but also paralogues that have originated from
gene duplication (Figs. 3 and 8, Table 6), which is ex-
plained later. Thus, to identify the entire aspect of the
evolutionary history of OCTase genes, it is essential to
conduct phylogenetic analyses precisely and discretely
by sampling homologues (including both orthologues
and paralogues) from a variety of organisms of the three
domains.

The problem, however, is what to use as the outgroup
when constructing a phylogenetic tree for clarifying the
evolutionary history of OCTase genes of all three do-
mains. In this study, we decided to use aspartate car-
bamoyltransferase (ACTase; EC 2.1.3.2), which is in-
volved in pyrimidine biosynthesis, as the outgroup, and
constructed a composite phylogenetic tree. As for E. coli
genomes, it has been reported that pyrB, which encodes
ACTase, is present near 96.4 min, being adjacent to argI,
which is an anabolic OCTase gene (Jacoby 1971). In
addition, it has been pointed out that OCTase and the
catalytic subunit of ACTase are highly homologous with
regard to the primary structure and the three-dimensional
structure (Houghton et al. 1984; Van Vliet et al. 1984).
These findings indicate that gene duplication, which oc-
curred prior to the divergence into the three domains,
generated a pair of paralogues, one of which differenti-
ated into the ACTase gene and the other into the OCTase
gene (Cunin et al. 1986; Houghton et al. 1984; Van Vliet
et al. 1984). Thus, a composite phylogenetic tree can
well be constructed using ACTase genes as the outgroup,
and the overview of the evolutionary history of OCTase
genes of the three domains can be clarified eventually.

Thus, a maximum-likelihood (ML) tree was con-
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structed as shown in Fig. 3. Gene duplication, which
made genes diverge into ACTase and OCTase genes,
appears at the deepest node of this ML tree (shown by the
�). In addition, it was revealed that gene duplication
occurred one more time in the OCTase lineage (at the
node shown by the �), by which two duplication-
originated paralogues were generated in the OCTase lin-
eage. It has already been reported that two groups of
prokaryotic OCTase genes exist (Bringel et al. 1997;

Falmagne et al. 1985; O’Reilly and Devine 1994; Ruepp
et al. 1995), and our present phylogenetic analysis
clearly proved that the existence of these two groups is
attributable to gene duplication. In this study, these two
duplication-originated lineages (paralogues) of OCTase
genes are called Type A and Type B (Fig. 3, Table 6).

The Type A lineage contains OCTase genes of only
Bacteria, while the Type B lineage contains OCTase
genes of a variety of organisms belonging to the three

Fig. 3. OCTase tree with ACTase as the outgroup inferred by the
maximum-likelihood (ML) method based on the JTT-F model. To
clarify the phylogenetic position of argK in the evolutionary history of
OCTase genes, this ML tree was constructed by processing all pres-
ently available amino acid sequences of OCTase using the ProtML
program of MOLPHY version 2.3 (Adachi and Hasegawa 1996). The
deepest root was placed arbitrarily at a point between the two lineages
corresponding to the different proteins (OCTase and ACTase). The
horizontal length of each branch is proportional to the estimated num-
ber of amino acid substitutions, and the figures above or below the

internal branches show the local bootstrap probability (percentage) ob-
tained for 1000 resamplings. � and �, at the nodes of the tree, show
gene duplication, and � shows the commencement of speciation in
each domain (lineage). This tree revealed that the ACTase gene and
OCTase gene were generated by gene duplication which took place in
the very early stage of evolution (the node marked by �), the OCTase
gene then underwent a second gene duplication (at the node marked by
�), and hence two paralogues (categorized into Types A and B here)
now exist in the OCTase gene.
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domains, i.e., Bacteria, Archaea, and Eucarya. However,
the bootstrap probability, which determines the branch-
ing order of the lineages corresponding to the respective
domains, turned out to be comparatively low (64.8 and
85.4%). As the last common ancestor [LCA; the univer-
sal ancestor from which all extant life ultimately di-
verged (Glansdorff 2000)] is suspected to have diverged
into the three domains during a short period of time in
view of the time scale of evolution (Miyata et al. 1991),
it may be unlikely to obtain highly reliable results with
regard to their branching order using only limited data on
OCTase genes. Thus, no definitive conclusion is given in
this paper with regard to the branching order of the lin-
eages corresponding to the respective domains in the
OCTase tree.

Based on the results obtained above, the evolutionary
history of the OCTase genes of all three domains was
examined. If OCTase genes did not undergo duplication,
their evolutionary history would have been expressed by
a simple-shaped topology as shown in Fig. 4A; however,
our analytical results (Fig. 3) refuted this possibility.

Figure 4C shows the evolutionary history of OCTase
genes prepared based on the phylogenetic tree shown in
Fig. 3. Specifically, Fig. 4C shows the following course
of evolution: the OCTase gene underwent duplication
prior to the divergence of LCA; a pair of paralogues,
Types A and B, was generated; and then the divergence
of LCA into the three domains (Bacteria, Archaea, and
Eucarya) occurred. However, as no definitive conclu-
sions regarding the branching order of the lineages cor-
responding to the respective domains can be drawn based

on the phylogenetic tree shown in Fig. 3, the topology
shown in Fig. 4B also remains as another possibility,
meaning that the OCTase gene might have duplicated
independently only in the lineage of Bacteria after LCA
diverged into the three domains. Nonetheless, regardless
of the correctness of either Fig. 4B or Fig. 4C, the basic
course of evolution was clarified as follows: “After the
ACTase gene and OCTase gene were generated by gene
duplication, the OCTase gene was duplicated for a sec-
ond time; as a result, a pair of duplication-originated
paralogues (OCTase genes, one each belonging to Type
A and Type B, respectively) now exists at least on the
genomes of Bacteria.” These findings are used to exam-
ine the foreign origination of argK in the following sub-
section.

Construction of a 16S rDNA Tree (Criterion for Judg-
ing Foreign Origination) and Comparison with the
OCTase Tree. An attempt was made to clarify the
“course of evolution of the P. syringae genome” for use
as the criterion for determining the foreign origination of
the argK–tox cluster. Accordingly, another ML tree (Fig.
5), which expresses the phylogenetic relationship of rep-
resentative Bacteria including P. syringae, was con-
structed using Archaea as the outgroup and 16S rDNA as
the index. As the branching pattern reproduced in the
lineage of Bacteria in this 16S rDNA tree (Fig. 5) agrees
with the widely acknowledged pattern, i.e., “following
the divergence of Thermotoga, the Gram-positive bacte-
ria diverged, then Proteobacteria became further di-
verged” (Hugenholtz et al. 1998; Pace 1997), this tree is

Fig. 4. Three hypotheses of the evolutionary history of OCTase
genes of all organisms. � and �, at the nodes of the tree, show
speciation and gene duplication, respectively. A The OCTase tree to-
pology in the case when no OCTase gene duplication occurred in the
process of evolution. B In the case when OCTase gene duplication
occurred independently only on the genome of Bacteria after the LCA
(last common ancestor) diverged into three domains (Bacteria, Ar-
chaea, and Eucarya), as a result of which a pair of paralogues, i.e.,
Type A and Type B, was generated. C In the case when a pair of

paralogues (Type A and Type B) was generated due to OCTase gene
duplication that occurred on the genome of LCA, followed by diver-
gence into the three domains. The OCTase tree shown in Fig. 3 com-
pletely refutes the possibility of the topology in A, and it strongly
supports the topology in C, without totally denying the topology in B.
The branches shown by dashed lines in C denote that OCTase genes
which are assumed to have followed these courses of evolution were
not detected in the samples used in this analysis (Fig. 3).
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considered to be an adequate criterion for judging wheth-
er or not argK is of foreign origin.

In the 16S rDNA tree, P. syringae belongs to the
lineage of the �-Proteobacteria and is located very close
to P. aeruginosa (Fig. 5). Incidentally, it has already
been reported that both P. syringae and P. aeruginosa
belong to the genus Pseudomonas (sensu stricto) in the
�-Proteobacteria and are very closely related to each
other (Anzai et al. 2000; Moore et al. 1996). This is
evidently proven by the phylogenetic position of P.
syringae in our 16S rDNA tree shown in Fig. 5.

On the other hand, the Type A lineage in our OCTase
tree shows that argK is in close relation with the OCTase
gene (argF) of Lactobacillus plantarum (a bacterial spe-
cies belonging to the low-G+C Gram-positive bacteria or
Firmicutes) (Fig. 3). These low-G+C Gram-positive bac-
teria are known to be extremely distantly related to P.
syringae in terms of evolution (Hugenholtz et al. 1998;
Pace 1997) and are located extremely far from P. syrin-
gae in the 16S rDNA tree (Fig. 5). Showing that the
course of evolution of the P. syringae genome (Fig. 5) is
greatly different from the course of evolution of argK
(Fig. 3), these results strongly suggest the foreign origi-
nation of argK.

Species-Specific Diversity of Genes in Codon Usage:
Validation of the Foreign Origination of the argK–tox
Cluster (2)

To confirm whether or not the argK–tox cluster is adap-
tive to the genome of P. syringae, analysis was further
conducted based on the species-specific diversity of
genes in codon usage using a method developed by Ka-
naya et al. (1996a, b). This method, which has already
been successfully applied to several bacterial species
(Kanaya et al. 1996b, 1997, 1999; Nakayama et al.
1999), constructs a measure based on the widest scale of
the gene distribution in codon frequency space. This axis
is referred to as the first principal component (PC1) and
its scale is denoted Z1 (see Materials and Methods).
Analysis of two genes that are present within the argK–
tox cluster, namely, argK and the “fatty acid desaturase
gene” (DES-ORF) (Hatziloukas et al. 1995), provided
the following results.

In P. syringae genomic (native) genes, PC1 accounts
for 30.4% of the total variance, which is much larger than
those for other PCs (e.g., 10.7% for the second PC). This
indicates that the P. syringae-specific diversity is
roughly reflected in PC1. Table 3 shows factor loadings

Fig. 5. 16S rDNA tree of Bacteria, with Archaea as the outgroup,
obtained by the ML method using NucML (HKY85 model, �/� �

1.78). The horizontal length of each branch is proportional to the es-
timated number of nucleotide substitutions, and the figures above or

below the internal branches show the local bootstrap probability (per-
centage) obtained for 1000 resamplings. This tree shows the phyloge-
netic relationship among bacterial species which constitute the Type A
lineage of the OCTase tree (Fig. 3).
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for PC1 which represent contributions of codon frequen-
cies to PC1. The properties of the codon-usage diversity
revealed in our analysis were as follows: most of the
codon frequencies with A and U at the third codon po-
sition contributed negatively to PC1, while most of those
with C and G at the third codon position contributed
positively to PC1; however, the frequencies for two
codons (GAA and CGU) contributed positively to PC1,
while those for eight codons (AGG, UUG, GGG, ACG,
GAG, CUC, UCC, and UGC) contributed negatively to
PC1.

A t test was conducted to assess the effectiveness of
Z1 as a means of discriminating genomic (native) genes
from foreign genes. Table 4 shows the t values for Z1 and
the GC content at the third codon position (3rd GC),
which were obtained by comparing the average values
and standard deviations of the two groups [the genomic
(native) gene group (G-group) and the foreign gene
group (F-group)]. These t values prove that Z1 was better
able to discriminate native genes from foreign genes than
the 3rd GC, because the significance level of Z1 (p <
0.1%) was much lower than that of the 3rd GC (0.1 < p
< 1.0%). So Z1 was used to assess the adaptiveness of
argK and DES-ORF to the P. syringae genome, the re-
sults of which revealed that the Z1 values of argK (−0.95)
and DES-ORF (−1.36) were very close to the average of
the foreign gene group (Table 5). This finding could
roughly be confirmed by their 3rd GC values (0.552 and
0.554, respectively) as well, which were much lower
than that (0.68) of the G-group (Table 5). Accordingly,
the analytical results obtained by both the codon usage

and the 3rd GC proved that the argK–tox cluster is of
foreign origin.

Thus, all the results obtained by the analyses dis-
cussed in this section, the phylogenomic analyses dis-
cussed in the previous sections, and the phylogenetic
analyses conducted in our previous studies (Sawada et al.
1997, 1999) strongly and consistently support the hy-
pothesis that the “argK–tox cluster is of foreign origin
and has expanded its distribution by horizontally trans-
ferring onto the genome of P. syringae from bacterial
species distantly related to P. syringae.”

Evolution of OCTase Homologues on the P.
syringae Genome

The previous sections have described mainly the results
of analysis of “argK” existing within the argK–tox clus-

Table 3. Factor loadings (FL) for the first principal component

Amino
acid

NNA codon NNU codon NNG codon NNC codon

Codon FL Codon FL Codon FL Codon FL

Arg CGA −0.583 CGU 0.125 CGG 0.317 CGC 0.743
AGA −0.744 — — AGG −0.462 — —

Leu UUA −0.785 — — UUG −0.431 — —
CUA −0.448 CUU −0.651 CUG 0.861 CUC −0.183

Ser UCA −0.520 UCU −0.740 UCG 0.285 UCC −0.049
— — AGU −0.109 — — AGC 0.557

Ala GCA −0.784 GCU −0.516 GCG 0.629 GCC 0.602
Gly GGA −0.815 GGU −0.121 GGG −0.124 GGC 0.671
Pro CCA −0.415 CCU −0.611 CCG 0.641 CCC 0.095
Thr ACA −0.508 ACU −0.516 ACG −0.012 ACC 0.597
Val GUA −0.580 GUU −0.718 GUG 0.667 GUC 0.312
Ile AUA −0.717 AUU −0.359 — — AUC 0.849
Asn — — AAU −0.554 — — AAC 0.554
Asp — — GAU −0.760 — — GAC 0.760
Cys — — UGU −0.313 — — UGC −0.313
Gln CAA −0.457 — — CAG 0.457 — —
Glu GAA 0.229 — — GAG −0.229 — —
His — — CAU −0.364 — — CAC 0.364
Lys AAA −0.235 — — AAG 0.235 — —
Phe — — UUU −0.599 — — UUC 0.599
Tyr — — UAU −0.172 — — UAC 0.172

Table 4. t values between the genomic (native) gene group (G-
group) and the foreign gene group (F-group)a

G-group F-group

Av (SD) Av (SD) t value

Z1 0.00 (1.00) −1.15 (1.16) 4.20
3rd GC 0.68 (0.10) 0.57 (0.14) 3.36

a Av and SD represent the group average and standard deviation, re-
spectively. Genes larger than 500 bases in plasmids and in transposable
elements were included in the foreign gene group: avrC, avrD (race 0,
race 1, race 2, race 3, race 6), avrPmaA1, avrPphC, avrPpiB1.R3, cfa3,
cfl, cmaA, cmaT, cmaU, copA, copB, copR, copS, corS, iaaH, iaaL,
iaaM, ptz, rulB, stbA, stbD, tnpA, tnpR, and ethylene-forming enzyme
gene. Genomic (native) genes are listed under Materials and Methods.
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ter. Incidentally, “ArgK,” which is one type of anabolic
OCTase, has been revealed to have a salient pathogenic-
ity-related function as follows: phaseolotoxin, in whose
biosynthesis the argK–tox cluster is involved, is a viru-
lence factor that makes host plants exhibit a disease
symptom (chlorosis) by inhibiting the catalysis of their
anabolic OCTase (Bender et al. 1999); however, phaseo-
lotoxin-producing pathovars (pv. actinidiae and pv. pha-
seolicola) do not suffer autointoxication because they
possess anabolic OCTase encoded by argK (Hatziloukas
and Panopoulos 1992; Mosqueda et al. 1990; Sawada et
al. 1997), which are phaseolotoxin resistant and can
function even in the presence of phaseolotoxin (Rudolph
1990; Staskawicz et al. 1980; Templeton et al. 1986).

Incidentally, there exists another anabolic OCTase
gene, namely, argF, on the P. syringae genome in addi-
tion to argK (Fig. 2). It is known that the isozyme en-
coded by argF is phaseolotoxin sensitive, is irrelevant to
pathogenicity, and exerts a housekeeping function when
the argK–tox cluster suspends phaseolotoxin production
(Jahn et al. 1985).

Specifically, these OCTase genes (argK and argF) on
the P. syringae genome have important functions that are
essential for the survival of P. syringae. Accordingly, our
interest focused on the OCTase genes, and they were
analyzed based on various aspects to clarify the features
of the OCTase homologues on the P. syringae genome,
as well as the courses of evolution which they have fol-
lowed.

argF Is a Native Gene. Four findings were obtained
with regard to argF of P. syringae, as follows. (i) In the
OCTase tree (Fig. 3), argF of P. syringae belongs to the
Type B lineage, being located extremely close to argF of
P. aeruginosa. This phylogenetic position of argF in the
OCTase tree (Fig. 3) agrees with that of P. syringae in
the 16S rDNA tree (Fig. 5), meaning that, unlike argK,
the course of evolution of argF agrees with that of the P.
syringae genome. (ii) The analytical results obtained by
codon usage and 3rd GC showed that both the Z1 value
(0.00) and the value of the 3rd GC (0.678) of argF agree
with the general tendency of other genes on the P. syrin-

gae genome (Table 5). (iii) All the strains of P. syringae
used in this study were proven to possess the argF gene
(Fig. 6). (iv) The position of argF on the genome was
confirmed to be conserved in all three pathovars inves-
tigated (Fig. 2). As these findings showed that the prop-
erties of argF are totally opposite those of argK, it can be
concluded unequivocally that “argF is not of foreign
origin but is a native gene that has resided on the P.
syringae genome from the beginning.”

Search for the Paralogue of argF (the Orthologue of
arcB of P. aeruginosa): arcB Has Been Deleted from the
P. syringae Genome. The finding that argK is foreign and
argF is native to the P. syringae genome made us suspect
the existence of one more native OCTase gene on the P.
syringae genome, because the results of our analysis of
OCTase genes proved that paralogues originated from
gene duplication exist in pairs (OCTase genes, one each
belonging to Types A and B, respectively) on the ge-
nomes of Bacteria (Figs. 4B and C, Table 6). Specifi-
cally, if the same applies to the P. syringae genome,
there should be an OCTase gene that belongs to Type A,
or the paralogue of argF, on the P. syringae genome, as
the other OCTase gene of the pair, argF that belongs to
Type B, has already been confirmed to exist, as men-
tioned in the preceding subsection.

Incidentally, P. aeruginosa is known to possess two
copies of OCTase genes on its genome, i.e., a catabolic
OCTase gene (arcB) and an anabolic OCTase gene
(argF) (Cunin et al. 1986; Itoh et al. 1988). As with the
analyses discussed in the previous sections, these two
copies of genes were investigated based on codon usage
(data not shown), 3rd GC (data not shown), and phylo-
genetic analysis (Figs. 3 and 5). The results suggested
that both of them are native genes which have resided on
the genome of P. aeruginosa from the beginning. This
means in turn that a pair of paralogues, which were gen-
erated by gene duplication, has undergone functional dif-
ferentiation on the genome of P. aeruginosa or its an-
cestor: one (Type A) into arcB and the other (Type B)
into argF (Fig. 3, Table 6).

With respect to the OCTase genes of P. putida, P.
mendocina, and P. fluorescens, which are extremely
closely related to P. aeruginosa, we deduced that a pair
of paralogues (arcB and argF), which have undergone
functional differentiation as with P. aeruginosa, also ex-
ist on the genomes of these bacterial species (Table 6)
based on the following three findings: (1) all these bac-
terial species possess both catabolic and anabolic
OCTases (Cunin et al. 1986; Ramos et al. 1967; Stalon et
al. 1984); (2) both of these enzymes can catalyze only a
unidirectional reaction (the former catalyzes the phos-
phorolysis of citruline, and the latter the reverse reaction)
(Stalon et al. 1977); and (3) the results of Southern blot
analysis conducted by us, which are discussed later in
this section, showed that both of these bacterial species

Table 5. Comparison between the P. syringae genome and the argK–
tox cluster based on the 3rd GC and codon usage

P. syringae genome argK–tox cluster

Whole
genomea G-groupb argF argK

DES-
ORF

GC content (%) 56 56–58 57.3 49.4 49.6
3rd GC (%) — 68 67.8 55.2 55.4
Codon adaptationc — — 0.00 −0.95 −1.36

a Data from Palleroni (1984).
b Genomic (native) gene group (see Table 4 and Materials and Meth-
ods).
c Z1 values (see Materials and Methods).
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had two copies of OCTase genes, one each belonging
to Type A and Type B, respectively (Figs. 6A
and B).

Accordingly, it can be expected that a pair of par-
alogues, which have undergone a similar functional dif-
ferentiation (Table 6), exists on the genome of P. syrin-
gae, because P. syringae is extremely closely related to
these bacterial species belonging to Pseudomonas (sensu
stricto) (Fig. 5). In other words, as one of the pair of
paralogues of P. syringae has been revealed to be an
anabolic OCTase gene (argF) that belongs to Type B, the
other paralogue that should belong to Type A is naturally
expected to be a catabolic OCTase gene similar to arcB
of P. aeruginosa. Thus, an attempt was made to clarify
the OCTase gene composition on the P. syringae genome
by validating the results obtained by Southern blot analy-
sis.

For the Southern blot analysis, three types of probes
were prepared (Table 2): (1) a probe originated from
arcB of P. aeruginosa [for detecting Type A OCTase
genes from Pseudomonas (sensu stricto)], (2) a probe
originated from argF of pv. phaseolicola [for detecting
Type B OCTase genes from Pseudomonas (sensu
stricto)], and (3) a probe originated from argK of pv.
phaseolicola [for detecting argK that is foreign to Pseu-

domonas (sensu stricto)]. Preliminary tests of the speci-
ficity of the probes (data not shown) showed that these
probes were capable of detecting genes that are ortholo-
gous to the respective genes used as probes from Pseu-
domonas (sensu stricto) and that they would not hybrid-
ize to paralogues under the conditions of hybridization
and detection established for this Southern blot analysis
(hybridization buffer, DIG Easy Hyb; concentration of
DIG-labeled probe in hybridization solution, 25 ng/ml;
temperature for hybridization, 40°C; temperature for
washing in 0.5× wash solution, 60°C; and chemilumi-
nescent substrate, CDP-Star).

Five strains were selected from each of the three
monophyletic groups [Groups 1 to 3 (Sawada et al.
1999)] of P. syringae as representative strains, which
numbered 15 strains in all (Table 1). In addition, P. ae-
ruginosa, P. fluorescents, and P. putida, which all belong
to Pseudomonas (sensu stricto), were used as the refer-
ence strains. Genomic DNAs prepared from these strains
were digested by using one of either AatI, HindIII, or
NotI [it had been confirmed in advance that these three
restriction enzymes had no cleavage site within the cod-
ing regions in any of the genes, such as arcA (for argi-
nine deiminase), arcD (arginine-ornithine antiporter),
and all OCTase genes in Pseudomonas (sensu stricto)

Fig. 6. Southern blot analysis of the hybridization of OCTase-
encoding genes (arcB, argF, and argK) with Pseudomonas species.
The genomic DNAs of Pseudomonas species were digested with either
Aat I (A) or Hind III (B), electrophoresed by the conventional method,
and analyzed by Southern blot hybridization together with all three of
the OCTase gene probes used (arcB, argF, and argK; see Table 2).
Lane 1, P. aeruginosa strain PAO1; Lane 2, P. fluorescens strain
MAFF 302208T; Lane 3, P. putida strain IAM 1236; Lane 4, P. syrin-
gae pv. actinidiae strain KW-11PT; Lane 5, P. s. pv. maculicola strain
MAFF 302264PT; Lane 6, P. s. pv. theae strain PT1PT; Lane 7, P. s. pv.
syringae strain MAFF 302155T; Lane 8, P. s. pv. pisi strain MAFF
302269PT; Lane 9, P. s. pv. aptata strain MAFF 302253PT; Lane 10, P.
s. pv. phaseolicola strain MAFF 302282PT; Lane 11, P. s. pv. pha-
seolicola strain KUZ 1; Lane 12, P. s. pv. glycinea strain MAFF
302260PT; and Lane M, DIG-labeled molecular weight marker (�DNA
cleaved with HindIII). Conditions of hybridization and detection: hy-

bridization buffer, DIG Easy Hyb; concentration of DIG-labeled probe
in hybridization solution, 25 ng/mL; temperature for hybridization,
40°C; temperature for washing in 0.5 × wash solution, 60°C; and
chemiluminescent substrate, CDP-Star. For other conditions for this
Southern blot analysis, see Materials and Methods. The bands shown
here were detected when a mixture of all three OCTase gene probes
(arcB, argF, and argK) was used. It was confirmed in advance that AatI
and Hind III had no site in the coding regions of arcA, arcD, or all
OCTase genes of Pseudomonas (sensu stricto) reported up to the pres-
ent. Accordingly, all native OCTase genes (both Type A and Type B)
and argK existing on the genomes of the respective strains tested were
detected as a single band, respectively. Nevertheless, in both Lane 2 (P.
fluorescens) in A and in Lane 1 (P. aeruginosa) in B, only one band is
visible, because two separate bands, which were actually detected, are
superimposed at almost the same position.
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that have hitherto been reported], then subjected to
Southern blot analysis (Figs. 6 and 7).

Figure 6 shows the results when the mixture of all
three OCTase gene probes (arcB, argF, and argK) was
used at the same time. All the native OCTase genes (both
Type A and Type B) and argK existing on the genomes
of the respective strains came out as a single band, re-
spectively. However, only one band is visible in Lane 2
(P. fluorescens) in Fig. 6A and Lane 1 (P. aeruginosa) in
Fig. 6B, because in these lanes two separate bands,
which were actually detected when each probe was used
separately, are superimposed at almost the same position.

In the case of P. aeruginosa, P. fluorescens, and P.
putida (Lanes 1 to 3 in Figs. 6A and B), which were used
as the reference strains, two separate bands could be
detected from each strain, i.e., one band for each of the
orthologues of arcB (Type A) and argF (Type B). Re-
garding P. syringae, each of the 15 strains tested was
confirmed to have a single copy of argF (Type B) (Lanes

4 to 12 in Figs. 6A and B). However, in the case of pv.
actinidiae (Lane 4 in Figs. 6A and B) and pv. phaseoli-
cola (Lanes 10 and 11 in Figs. 6A and B), two distinct
bands were detected, which are equivalent to argF (Type
B) and argK (Type A), respectively.

Nevertheless, no band corresponding to an orthologue
of arcB (Type A) of P. aeruginosa could be detected
from any of the P. syringae pathovars tested (Lanes 4 to
12 in Figs. 6A and B).

Incidentally, it is known that, in the case of P. aeru-
ginosa, four genes including arcB, which encode the
enzymes of the arginine deiminase pathway (the ADI
pathway), are organized in an operon called the
arcDABC operon (Baur et al. 1987, 1989; Gamper et al.
1991). Accordingly, another attempt was made to detect
an orthologue of either arcA or arcD of P. aeruginosa
from P. syringae by conducting a Southern blot analysis
(the results shown in Fig. 7 are for arcA only; those for
arcD are not shown); however, no such bands could be
detected from any of the P. syringae pathovars (Lanes 4
to 12 in Figs. 7A and B). Meanwhile, it is also known
that no enzymatic activity of arginine dihydrolase (i.e.,
arginine deiminase encoded by the arcA gene; EC
3.5.3.6) can be detected from P. syringae (Palleroni
1984; Sawada et al. 1997). Thus, it can be concluded that
no structure of the arcDABC operon which contains an
orthologue of arcB of P. aeruginosa exists on the ge-
nome of P. syringae.

It is known that the arc operon in P. aeruginosa is
involved in the arginine deiminase pathway, which is
inducible under anaerobic conditions and serves to gen-
erate ATP from arginine (Baur et al. 1987, 1989; Cunin
et al. 1986; Gamper et al. 1991). Nonetheless, it is con-
sidered unlikely that P. syringae is placed under such
anaerobic conditions, as it is an epiphyte living mainly
on the plant surface, which is in an extremely aerobic
environment (Hirano and Upper 2000). Accordingly, the
arc operon can hardly be an element essential for the
survival of P. syringae. Thus, it appears that the arc
operon which contained arcB (Type A) was deleted from
the genome of the ancestor of P. syringae in the phase
before the ancestor diverged into the respective patho-
vars, and hence only the anabolic OCTase gene (argF)
belonging to Type B remains on the genomes of the
respective P. syringae pathovars (Table 6).

Conclusions

P. syringae was shown to be extremely rich in genetic
diversity in our previous studies (Sawada et al. 1997,
1999). Specifically, the results of our phylogenetic
analysis of four genes (gyrB, rpoD, hrpL, and hrpS) re-
vealed that the ancestor of P. syringae (the common
ancestor prior to the divergence into pathovars) had so
far diverged into at least three monophyletic groups

Table 6. Composition of native OCTase genes presently existing on
the genomes of Pseudomonas (sensu stricto)

Species Pathovar(s)

No. of native
OCTase genes
presently
existinga

Which OCTase
type?a

Type
A

Type
B

P. aeruginosa 2 arcB argF
P. putida 2 (arcB)b (argF)b

P. fluorescens 2 (arcB)b (argF)b

P. syringae actinidiae 1c,d —c,d argF
phaseolicola 1c,d —c,d argF
syringae 1c —c argF
The other

pathovars 1c —c argF

a OCTase genes of Type A and Type B are a pair of paralogues gen-
erated due to gene duplication that occurred in the early stage of evo-
lution (see the text and Figs. 3 and 8). Such native OCTase genes which
currently remain on the genome of each species are listed here. Ac-
cordingly, those which do not remain on the genomes because they
have been deleted, and those that are “foreign” because they entered the
genomes by conducting horizontal transfer later, are not listed. A —
denotes that the gene has been deleted from the genome.
b With respect to P. putida and P. fluorescens, sufficient data are not
yet available for concluding definitively which type (Types A or B) has
functionally differentiated into which gene [arcB (catabolic OCTase
gene) or argF (anabolic OCTase gene)]. However, given that Type B
has differentiated into argF (see the text and Fig. 3) in the case of both
P. aeruginosa and P. syringae, it can be assumed that a pair of par-
alogues, which have undergone functional differentiation similar to that
of P. aeruginosa and P. syringae, also exists on the genomes of P.
putida and P. fluorescens, because these four species are extremely
closely related to one another. Thus, it appears that their Type A gene
may have differentiated into arcB and their Type B gene into argF.
c The “native” OCTase gene (presumably a catabolic OCTase gene that
is orthologous to arcB of P. aeruginosa) belonging to Type A of P.
syringae was shown to have been deleted from the genome together
with the arc operon that contained it (see the text and Figs. 6–8).
d “Foreign” argK that belongs to Type A entered the genomes of pv.
actinidiae and pv. phaseolicola by conducting horizontal transfer very
recently (see the text and Figs. 3, 6, and 8).
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(Groups 1 to 3) in the process of its evolution. In addi-
tion, the genome of P. syringae was shown to be enor-
mously rich in plasticity in this study. Specifically, the
fact that the structure and size of the P. syringae genome
differ greatly among the three groups was confirmed to
be attributable to the active and large-scale genomic re-
arrangement, including insertion, deletion, and translo-
cation, which occurred while these groups followed dif-
ferent courses of evolution after the ancestor of P.
syringae diverged into the three groups (Figs. 1 and 2).

The argK–tox Cluster Is of Foreign Origin and Has
Expanded Its Distribution by Conducting
Horizontal Transfer

Furthermore, a phylogenomic analysis was conducted in
this study by combining all the information on the mo-
lecular evolution, genomic structures, and pathogenicity-
related genes (argK–tox cluster) to clarify the evolution-
ary mechanism that caused the pathogenic differentiation
of P. syringae. The results showed that the argK–tox
cluster has expanded its distribution by transferring hori-
zontally onto the genomes of the two pathovars (pv. ac-
tinidiae and pv. phaseolicola) of P. syringae from bac-
terial species distantly related to P. syringae quite
recently in view of the time scale of evolution (i.e., after
the ancestor of P. syringae diverged into the respective
pathovars).

The argK–tox cluster is involved in the biosynthesis
of phaseolotoxin, which is known to be a virulence factor
that causes a disease symptom (chlorosis) by inhibiting
the enzymatic activity of anabolic OCTase in host plants
(Bender et al. 1999). Accordingly, these two pathovars
(pv. actinidiae and pv. phaseolicola) apparently became
able to cause disease symptoms because they obtained
the argK–tox cluster, which entered their genomes by
conducting horizontal transfer, and hence they started

attracting attention as phytopathogenic bacteria. Specifi-
cally, the results of this study clarified a dynamic evo-
lutionary mechanism in which the pathogenicity-related
genes (argK–tox cluster), which are present on the ge-
nomes, caused a new pathogenic differentiation as a re-
sult of conducting horizontal transfer among bacterial
species.

The Evolutionary History of the OCTase Genes
Unfolded on the P. syringae Genome: An Unusual
Composition of OCTase Genes of
Phaseolotoxin-Producing Pathovars

OCTase genes including argK, which are essential for
the survival and pathogenicity of P. syringae (Jahn et al.
1985; Rudolph 1990; Staskawicz et al. 1980; Templeton
et al. 1986), have been the focus of our analyses, reviews,
and deliberations throughout our studies. Using all the
data we have obtained in this and past studies (Sawada et
al. 1997, 1999), the “evolutionary history of OCTase
genes unfolded on the genome of P. syringae” was re-
produced to scrutinize the relationship between the
course of evolution of OCTase and the evolution and
diversification of P. syringae. Figure 8 outlines the evo-
lutionary history of OCTase genes.

It was revealed that gene duplication occurred on the
genome of LCA, by which the ACTase gene and OCTase
gene were generated (Fig. 8A), then the OCTase gene
was duplicated one more time, by which a pair of par-
alogues (OCTase genes belonging to Types A and B)
was generated on the genome of Bacteria (Fig. 8B). It is
likely that such a pair of paralogues subsequently con-
ducted functional differentiation on the genome of the
common ancestor of Pseudomonas (sensu stricto): one
(Type A) into arcB (catabolic OCTase gene) and the
other (Type B) into argF (anabolic OCTase gene) (Fig.
8B). Then the arcDABC operon that contained arcB
(catabolic OCTase gene) was deleted from the genome

Fig. 7. Southern blot analysis of the hybridization of the arcA gene with Pseudomonas species. The blot used here is the same as that shown in
Fig. 6. For details of the samples electrophoresed in each lane and the conditions of hybridization and detection, see the legend to
Fig. 6.
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of the ancestor of P. syringae (the common ancestor
prior to the divergence into pathovars), and only argF
remained on the genome (Fig. 8C).

Finally, after the ancestor of P. syringae diverged into
the respective pathovars, the argK–tox cluster containing
argK (anabolic OCTase gene) transferred horizontally
onto the genomes of pv. actinidiae and pv. phaseolicola
from bacterial species distantly related to P. syringae,
and hence an unusual gene composition in which two
copies (argK and argF) of only anabolic OCTase genes
exist on the genomes of these two pathovars was created
(Fig. 8D). Having obtained these two anabolic OCTase
genes on their genomes, these two pathovars became
able to select the suitable gene for use at ordinary times
(argF) and when they exert phytopathogenicity (argK).
Thus, it was clarified that the genomic rearrangement
(duplication, deletion, and insertion) and horizontal
transfer of OCTase genes have played an important role
in the evolution and diversification of P. syringae.

The catabolic gene cluster of xenobiotic-degrading
bacteria and the pathogenicity island of animal patho-
gens have sometimes been observed to reside on mobile
genetic elements, such as transposons, phages, and con-
jugative plasmids; thus, the mobile genetic elements are
suspected to have been the cause of the frequent occur-
rence of genomic rearrangement and horizontal gene
transfer, thereby accelerating the evolution and expand-
ing the distribution of the catabolic gene cluster and the
pathogenicity island (Hacker and Kaper 1999; Tsuda et
al. 1999).

With regard to P. syringae, the in planta transfer of
coronatine-inducing plasmids has already been identified
(Sato 1988). As for pathogenicity-related genes existing
on the P. syringae genomes, the results obtained in this
study have opened a new horizon to their dynamic evo-
lution as follows. It is quite likely that the large popula-
tion of P. syringae strains which live saprophytically on
the surfaces of various plants (Hirano and Upper 2000),

Fig. 8. Evolutionary history of OCTase
genes. A The ACTase gene and OCTase
gene were generated due to gene dupli-
cation that took place on the genome of
the LCA (last common ancestor). B After
this, the OCTase gene underwent a sec-
ond duplication, resulting in the genera-
tion of a pair of paralogues (OCTase
genes, one each belonging to Types A
and B, respectively; see Figs. 3 and 4) on
the genome of Bacteria. Furthermore,
these paralogues conducted functional
differentiation on the genome of the
common ancestor of Pseudomonas
(sensu stricto): Type A into arcB (cata-
bolic OCTase gene) and Type B into
argF (anabolic OCTase gene) (see Table
6). C Then arcB on the genome of the
ancestor of P. syringae (the common an-
cestor prior to the divergence into patho-
vars) was deleted along with the arc op-
eron that contained it, and only argF
remained on the genome. D Finally, after
the ancestor of P. syringae diverged into
the respective pathovars, the argK–tox
cluster which contained argK (anabolic
OCTase gene) entered the genomes of
pv. actinidiae and pv. phaseolicola from
bacterial species other than P. syringae,
creating an unusual gene composition,
i.e., “two copies (argK and argF) of only
anabolic OCTase genes exist on the ge-
nomes of these two pathovars.”
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including not only pathogenic but also nonpathogenic
strains, has functioned as the matrix to give birth to new
pathovars (e.g., pv. actinidiae and pv. phaseolicola) by
acquiring pathogenicity-related genes (e.g., the argK–tox
cluster) onto their genomes through horizontal transfer.
Such P. syringae strains may also have functioned as
“factories” for creating new pathogenicity-related genes
by generating genetic variations in the process of their
genomic rearrangement.

Nevertheless, the most important factor that caused
the plasticity of the P. syringae genome, i.e., the mo-
lecular mechanism which caused genomic rearrangement
and horizontal gene transfer, still has not been identified.
Thus, in our future studies, we intend to learn when and
where such a pathogenicity island-like structure was or-
ganized, and how it gained the ability to conduct hori-
zontal transfer and expanded distribution, using the
argK–tox cluster as a marker. Eventually, we hope to get
a more precise understanding of the molecular mecha-
nism involved in the genomic plasticity and diversifica-
tion of P. syringae.
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